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Foreword to the Special Issue on Schemas
Schemas play an important and versatile role in symbolic computation. For general prob-
lem solving, schemas can be used to capture and codify knowledge that represents recog-
nized successful processes and solutions, which can be repeatedly used for constructing
sub-processes with smaller search spaces for sub-solutions, and so on. In particular, they
have made signiﬁcant contributions to areas such as theorem proving and program syn-
thesis by formulating more eﬃcient proof or synthesis strategies that are amenable to
automation, and by producing better-engineered solutions overall. Nowadays, the most
successful approaches to automation in these areas are schema-guided, and we believe
that such approaches have the potential to be equally successful for automated reasoning
and software engineering in general.
With this in mind, we were motivated to seek a collection of seminal work on schemas
in diverse areas of symbolic computation, with a view to encouraging future work and
at the same time providing a sound starting point. This special issue aﬀorded us the
opportunity, and we solicited papers on all aspects and all kinds of schemas that are
relevant to symbolic computation.
To encourage diversity, we stated in the call for papers that schemas could represent
any artifacts or processes. For example, in automated reasoning and software engineer-
ing, they could correspond to strategies or templates for proofs, programs, algorithms,
speciﬁcations, synthesis, transformation, etc. We also accepted alternative approaches or
terminologies, such as patterns, frameworks, skeletons, cliche´s, plans, etc., provided there
was some (potential for) automation. However, in order to make sensible comparisons,
we required that whatever their chosen form of schema or terminology, authors should
address at least the deﬁnition, the representation, the semantics and the applications of
the schemas they proposed.
We now present this special issue. In our opinion, it is an excellent edition, with papers
that are not only of high quality, but are also nicely balanced in their scope. These papers
cover the use of schemas in theorem proving, formal software speciﬁcation, and program
development. Thus, though chosen purely on technical merits, we believe these papers do
in fact reﬂect the scope of the potential application of schemas to automated reasoning
and software engineering in general. We hope that you the readers will ﬁnd this special
issue interesting and useful.
In detail, 12 papers were submitted (electronically) and four eventually accepted. All
the submitted papers were reviewed according to the usual JSC refereeing process and
standards,† with at least two rounds of reviews: a preliminary round by the guest editors
and a second round by independent experts. In fact we introduced some extra rigour of
our own, resulting in up to ﬁve reviewing rounds for some papers.
The ﬁrst paper, by Penny Anderson and David Basin, entitled Program Development
Schemata as Derived Rules, shows that schemas for program development can be for-
malized as inference rules in a logical system. The authors formalize and derive schemas
†This allows submissions by guest editors but requires such submissions to be handled by independent
guest editors. Thus, the paper by the guest editors Pierre Flener and Kung-Kiu Lau (and others) was
processed entirely by Wolfgang Bibel.
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as rules in theories that axiomatize program data and the programs themselves. They
reduce schema-based program development to ordinary theorem proving, where higher-
order uniﬁcation is used to apply rules. Conceptually, their formalization is simple and
it uniﬁes divergent views of schemas, program synthesis, and program transformation.
Practically, their formalization yields a simple methodology for carrying out development
using existing logical frameworks. They illustrate this in the domain of logic program
synthesis and transformation using the Isabelle logical framework.
The second paper, Proofs as Schemas and their Heuristic Use, by Matthias Fuchs,
discusses heuristic ways to use schemas in ﬁnding (hard) proofs. Automated theorem
proving essentially amounts to solving search problems, but despite signiﬁcant progress
in recent years, theorem provers still have many shortcomings. The author argues that
the use of machine-learning techniques, such as those based on schemas, is acknowledged
as promising, but diﬃcult to apply in the area of theorem proving. He proposes a simple
form of schemas and suggests making heuristic use of such schemas by integrating them
with a search-guiding heuristic. His experiments demonstrate that this approach allows
a theorem prover to ﬁnd proofs signiﬁcantly faster, as well as to prove hard problems
that were out of reach before.
The third paper is A Calculus for Schemas in Z, by Stephen M. Brien and Andrew
Martin. Its subject is the widely used formal notation for software speciﬁcation, called
Z. The popularity and ﬂexibility of Z can largely be attributed to its notion of schemas.
The authors describe these schemas and illustrate their various common uses in Z. They
also present a collection of logical laws for manipulating these schemas. These laws are
capable of supporting reasoning about the Z schema calculus in its full generality. The
authors also brieﬂy survey models against which this logical system may be proven sound,
as well as other related logics for Z.
The fourth and last paper, An Abstract Formalization of Correct Schemas for Program
Synthesis, by Pierre Flener, Kung-Kiu Lau, Mario Ornaghi, and Julian Richardson, re-
turns to the theme of schema-based program development, but with an emphasis on the
semantics of schemas and of their correctness. The authors take the view that program
schemas should capture not only structured program design principles, but also domain
knowledge, both of which are of crucial importance for hierarchical program synthesis.
However, most researchers represent schemas as purely syntactic constructs, or templates,
which do not provide the domain knowledge. In contrast, the authors take a semantic ap-
proach, and formalize a schema as a ﬁrst-order axiomatization (of the problem domain)
together with a program (template) that has been synthesized (speciﬁed, derived, and
proved correct) in this theory. This semantic approach allows us to deﬁne, and reason
about, schema correctness. Naturally, correct schemas can be used to guide the synthesis
of correct programs.
Finally, we wish to thank all the authors who submitted to this special issue, and all
the referees involved in the (sometimes extremely) lengthy review process. We also thank
Bob Caviness, the Editor-in-Chief of JSC, for his support.
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